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Do Something! 
The Importance of Patient-Advocacy in Healthcare

BY ADAM PHILIP STERN, MD ’10

Shortly after his first surgery for 
kidney cancer, Bryan Lewis 
was told to get his affairs in 
order. There was too much 

scattered tumor left behind and few 
effective treatments available in 2007. 
He didn’t die, though. A talented 
surgeon named Gennady Bratslavsky, 
MD, at the National Institutes of 
Health (now head of urology at SUNY 
Upstate Medical University) offered a 
longshot 12hour marathon operation 
that, against all odds, led him to a state  
of being disease free 12 years later. 

Lewis, an attorney and father  
of young twins at that time, felt the 
natural desire to leave his cancer 
behind.

“I wanted to say I had cancer.  
It’s done. I’m done with it. I’m moving 
on,” he says.

Over time, though, the decision 
didn’t feel quite right.

“I went on a trip and one of my 
friends said, ‘You know, Bryan, you’re 
not supposed to be here. You’ve got to 
give back.’ That was the first inkling of 
the idea that I had to do something,” 
Lewis says.

He was introduced to a man named 
Chris Battle who was diagnosed with 
the same disease, but was still fighting 
for his life. Lewis saw himself in Battle, 
and the parallels were too glaring to 
ignore, particularly after seeing Battle 
eventually lose his life to the disease. 
Before he died, Battle had written a 
blog about his experience that gained a 
large following. Harnessing the voices 
of the many patients and doctors who 
were engaged with the blog, Battle’s 
wife Dena has gone on to raise money 
and help connect kidney cancer 
patients with one another through a 
nonprofit organization called KC 
Cure. Inspired by that, Lewis began 

asking himself and others what he 
could do.

“It became sort of obvious. I  
lived 10 blocks off the Capitol so I 
started going over to the House and 
the Senate and just trying to make 
appointments with people,” he says. 
“I started just knocking on doors.”

Lewis says he spent his first 
several months just learning Capitol 
Hill etiquette. Over time, he was able 
to link the kidney cancer community 
with advocacy groups and with D.C. 
policy makers, such as Rep. Nita 
Lowey. She was particularly receptive 
to the problem of underfunding for 
kidney cancer research and became 
the community’s champion on the 
Hill. With support from advocacy 
groups and other politicians, they 
were able to add a line item for kidney 
cancer within a Department of 
Defense program called the Congres
sionally Directed Medical Research 
Program (CDMRP). In the years since, 
dedicated funding for kidney cancer 
research has increased from $0 to  
$10 million in fiscal year 2017 and to 
$20 million in 2018. Finally, dedicated 

physicianscientists in the field are 
beginning to have the support they 
need to achieve breakthroughs. 

Even having gone through 
medical school, I never truly 
understood what it meant that 

there were popular and unpopular 
cancers. I couldn’t feel the impact  
of that until I was diagnosed with 
kidney cancer and noticed the  
impact of being inadequately funded. 

As an academic physician, I know 
firsthand that funding opportunities 
are the lifeblood of scientific progress. 
My own scholarly path, looking at 
neuroplasticity as a biomarker for 
depression, stemmed in part from 
foundational support from the Brain 
and Behavior Research Foundation. 
Financial incentives steer the careers 
of talented individuals toward 
particular areas of investigation, 
which leads to progress and new 
research questions, which draws 
more interest and additional funding. 
It can be a cycle where the rich get 
richer, while the poor hope for break
throughs by proxy. In kidney cancer, 
for example, many cuttingedge 
immunotherapies are first discovered 
in melanoma, and then tested in 
kidney cancer patients after the fact.

Since diagnosis, I’ve also 
discovered that, thankfully, there  
is an entire community of patients  
and caregivers dedicated to making 
whatever difference they can. In 
addition to Lewis and Battle, I became 
acquainted with Ralph and Brenda 
Knapp through an online patient 
community. Ralph has been living 
with advanced kidney cancer for five 
years and has been close to death 
several times. Only with the compas
sionate care of Hans Hammers, MD, 

Gennady Bratslavsky, MD
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his physician at UT Southwestern,  
has Knapp managed to survive. 

Like Lewis and Battle, the Knapps 
felt the call to do everything in their 
power to help move the needle. 

“I’m not wasting my cancer,” 
Ralph has said. “If you wait for the 
lights to be green to go to town you’ll 
never make it.” 

The Knapps had the ability and the 
will to raise money and asked 
Hammers what study he needed to  
do to move the field forward that 
wouldn’t otherwise be funded. 
Hammers wanted to test the hypo 
thesis that targeted radiation prior to 
immunotherapy could enhance the 
efficacy of the treatment. And thus, 
the RADVAX trial was born. If the 
results show a promising signal, it 
could provide gamechanging data 
that wouldn’t have been accumulated 
without patientadvocacy. 

What strikes me about these 
individuals and many 
others I have met in the 

community is the personal will to “do 
something.” The disease eliminates so 
much of our sense of agency that we 
thirst for the ability to make any kind 
of difference, and we are beginning  
to realize that we may be stronger 
together. This year, Lewis and the 
Knapps formally merged their organi
zations to create Kidney CAN. They 
brought in a tireless advocate in Susan 

Poteat, whose husband Gary is also 
living with the disease. And last 
month, they all partnered with  
Toni Choueiri, MD, my own doctor  
at Dana Farber Cancer Institute. 

With the participation of field 
leaders, the group held the first ever 
Kidney Cancer Research Summit.  
The meeting was sponsored by the 
Knapps, organizations such as the 
American Urological Association, and 
in part, by pharmaceutical firms in the 
industry, and was cochaired by the 
two physician thoughtleaders, Drs. 
Choueiri and Hammers. The mission 
was to present and discuss the 
cuttingedge translational research 
being fueled by the CDMRP—the very 
same fund that Lewis had been so 
instrumental in cultivating. The 
meeting attracted 140 scientists from 
academia and industry as well as a 
select group of patientadvocates. 

“I’m not wasting my 
cancer. If you wait for 
the lights to be green 
to go to town you’ll 
never make it.”

Attendees of the inaugural Kidney Cancer Research Summit held in Washington, DC, in September
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“When I saw all of those different 
disciplines represented in one room 
and talking to one another … I knew 
we had something special,” Lewis 
said. 

Choueiri said the conference was 
“one of the major excitements I had 
in my career,” and “hopefully the 
start of something bigger to cure 

kidney cancer,” which takes some 
15,000 American lives each year.

To me, attending the symposium 
gave me hope. It reminded me of the 
great heights that driven individuals 
can reach and made me appreciate 
the many talented and dedicated 
people working on the problem that 
threatens my own life. 

I’m confident that, while excep
tional, the kidney cancer commu
nity’s individualmeetssystem  
form of advocacy among patients, 
doctors, government, and industry 
isn’t uncommon across the vast 
landscape of medical survivorship. 
I’m only now able to see the extraor
dinary effort happening because  
I’m personally impacted by it.  
And by writing about the work that 
patientadvocates of all stripes are 
doing—quietly but with persistent 
determination—I hope that I am 
doing my own part in this group effort 
that calls for all hands on deck. n

Drs. Choueiri and Hammers




